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A Note from Jason Lippert, CEO
We believe that Business can be a Force for Good in our world if leaders take hold of their responsibility 
to create cultures that care for people and allow them to grow into the best versions of themselves. As we 
ignite the heads, hearts, and hands of our team members, we can inspire the purpose and passion that 
lead to high performance – in business and in life! 

Great leaders are guided by Core Values and Leader Qualities and commit to leading three things well: 
Self, Team, and Business. We invite you on this endeavor to catalyze your own leadership journey and 
would love for you to join the movement of making Business a Force for Good in our world!
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The Statement Reads:
“Americans deserve an economy that allows each person to succeed through hard work and creativity and to lead a 
life of meaning and dignity. We believe the free-market system is the best means of generating good jobs, a strong 
and sustainable economy, innovation, a healthy environment and economic opportunity for all.

Businesses play a vital role in the economy by creating jobs, fostering innovation and providing essential goods 
and services. Businesses make and sell consumer products; manufacture equipment and vehicles; support the 
national defense; grow and produce food; provide health care; generate and deliver energy; and offer financial, 
communications and other services that underpin economic growth.

While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate purpose, we share a fundamental commitment  
to all of our stakeholders. 

We commit to:
Delivering value to our customers. We will further the tradition of American companies leading the way in 
meeting or exceeding customer expectations.

Investing in our employees. This starts with compensating them fairly and providing important benefits. It also 
includes supporting them through training and education that help develop new skills for a rapidly changing world. 
We foster diversity and inclusion, dignity and respect.

Dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers. We are dedicated to serving as good partners to the other 
companies, large and small, that help us meet our missions.

 Supporting the communities in which we work. We respect the people in our communities  
and protect the environment by embracing sustainable practices across our businesses.

Generating long-term value for shareholders, who provide the capital that allows companies to invest, grow 
and innovate. We are committed to transparency and effective engagement with shareholders.

Each of our stakeholders is essential. We commit to deliver value to all of them, for the future success of  
our companies, our communities and our country.

At Lippert, we are committed to translating this aspirational purpose of business into pragmatic impact throughout 
our organization. This Cultural Playbook intends to not only ensure our own commitment to the aforementioned 
purpose, but also help other companies (including our acquisitions) bring the purpose of business to life.”
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Business Roundtable is an association of chief executive officers of America’s 
leading companies working to promote a thriving U.S. economy and expanded 

opportunity for all Americans through sound public policy. In 2019, this organization 
released a revised Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation, which moves away 

from shareholder supremacy and toward a commitment to all stakeholders.*

*

Source: www.opportunity.businessroundtable.org/ourcommitment

(IMPACT)

BUSINESS AS A
FORCE FOR GOOD

BUSINESS GROWTH
AND DEVELOPMENT What most people

see and value

LEADERSHIP AND 
CULTURE DEVELOPMENT

THE LEADERSHIP & CULTURE JOURNEY MIRRORS THAT OF  
THE CHINESE BAMBOO TREE. 
The growth of the Chinese Bamboo Tree requires nurturing – 
water, fertile soil, sunshine. In its first year of planting, despite 
the tilling and watering of the soil every day, we see no visible 
signs of activity. In the second year, again, no growth above 
the soil. In the third, and the fourth, despite our continued 
dedication to tilling and watering, still nothing! Our patience is 
tested, and we begin to wonder if our efforts (caring, water, 
etc.) will ever be rewarded.

And finally, in the fifth year – behold, a miracle! We experience 
growth. And what growth it is! The Chinese Bamboo Tree 
grows 80 feet in just six weeks! But let’s be serious, does the 
Chinese Bamboo Tree really grow 80 feet in six weeks?  
Did the Chinese Bamboo Tree lie dormant for four years 
only to grow exponentially in the fifth? Or, was the little tree 
growing underground, developing a 
root system strong enough to 
support its potential for 
outward growth in 
the fifth year and 
beyond? 

The answer is, of course, it was during those first four  
years when roots were growing that would provide needed 
stability for explosive growth. Had the tree not developed  
a strong, unseen foundation it could not have sustained its  
life as it grew. 

The same principle is true for people and organizations. 
Those who patiently “till the soil and water the bamboo” 
towards worthwhile dreams and goals build strong character, 
competence, and culture that serve as the strong, internal 
foundation that helps them sustain business, personal, 
and professional growth. While it may be frustrating and 
unrewarding at times, can we stay focused and continue 
to believe in what we are doing, even when we don’t see 
immediate results? Till the soil. Water the bamboo. Day in, 

and day out. And trust that you are building a powerful 
root system that will enable your 

goodness and greatness  
to manifest into a  

Force for Good!
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Our vision as an organization is for Business to Be a Force for Good in our world. 
First and foremost, in the lives of the individuals within our span of care, and 
secondly, in the communities where we live, work, and play. Our mission as an 
organization is “To make lives better by developing meaningful relationships 
with our customers, co-workers, and community.” 

Our cultural strategy helps us move toward our organizational vision and mission.

Lippert Leadership & Culture Development Team: 

Leadership Development | Our purpose is to cultivate high-performance 
Lippert Leaders that integrate our business and our cultural strategies, leading 
themselves, their teams, and their business for short- and long-term impact.

Personal & Professional Development | Our purpose is to educate, equip, and 
empower Lippert team members to live more engaged and intentional lives. 

Corporate & Community Impact | Our purpose is to create meaningful change 
and inspire a culture of giving by building positive relationships and aligning 
company resources with our team members’ time and talents to support the 
needs of our communities.

Lippert Academy of Leadership | Our purpose is to come alongside other 
organizations on their own leadership and cultural journey, and to help extend 
the vision of making Business a Force for Good in the world.
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•   Core Values

•   Leader Qualities

•   High Performance Leadership

•   Personal & Professional Growth 

•   Community Impact

•   Health & Well-Being

“Everyone Matters” is the overarching descriptor of our cultural strategy.

We believe this fundamental appreciation of the men and women who make up our Lippert 
Family should guide how we lead our organization. Today, there are six elements of our 
culture that we seek to make live and breathe throughout our organization:

“Everyone Matters” does not mean that there is no accountability. 

In fact, it means that because everyone matters so much, we cannot tolerate people who 
behave contrary to the core elements of our culture! And, while we have a Leadership and 
Culture Development department committed to the manifestation of our cultural strategy, 
it is every single team member’s responsibility to understand, cultivate, and help hold us 
accountable to be the best versions of ourselves. This Cultural Playbook is intended to 
help us all fulfill that responsibility.

BUSINESS AS A  
FORCE FOR GOOD

YOUR JOURNEY IS OUR PURPOSE

Our purpose is to help build a high-performance organization and cultivate 
organizational health, where people and business can thrive.  

We are human-centered, mission-driven, and performance-focused!
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EVERYONE MATTERS
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It starts with a vision and extreme ownership from the top! 

Our CEO, Jason Lippert, had a realization that there was a better way to “do business.” And, if we do business 
better – that is, treat people better at work so they go home happier and healthier, and, therefore, treat their 
spouses, kids, and community better – we can truly make an impact in our world! Today, our vision is to make 
Business a Force for Good in our world, and we are building Lippert into a model to serve to other organizations 
on how to make Leadership and Culture Development more pragmatic and thrive throughout an organization. 

It continues with intentionality.

We started simple: Listening Sessions. We sat in front of our team members and asked them:

1.  What’s going well, and why? (To be honest, there wasn’t much at first!)

2.  What needs to be better, and how can we get there? 

When we started on our journey, we focused on the low-hanging fruit: cleaner bathrooms, more inviting  
break rooms, better air quality, and more productive communication from leadership.

We also made a simple verbiage change: we would no longer call people employees – they are team members 
or family members. We don’t have managers and bosses – we have leaders. 

Finally, our executive leadership team identified (with the help of a leadership facilitator) our Core Values 
and the Leader Qualities we believed were critical to leading & stewarding our people and our business well.

It grows with additional resources and consistency.

We invested in additional team members to specifically be torch bearers of our cultural strategy including our 
company Vision, Core Values, Leader Qualities, and Community Impact. We started with one Leadership  
Coach for many years…today, we have an entire department committed to Leadership and Culture Development! 
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CORE VALUES LEADER QUALITIES

PASSIONATE ABOUT WINNING MOTIVATOR

POSITIVE ATTITUDE SERVANT LEADER

TEAM PLAY WITH TRUST HUMBLE/COACHABLE

HONESTY-INTEGRITY-CANDOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATOR

CARING ABOUT PEOPLE COURAGEOUS

Culture, like life, is a journey. Lippert has been on its cultural journey for 
over a decade, and we have seen the tremendous impact it has on both 
our people and our business! There are a few critical elements that we 
believe have supercharged the impact culture has had on our business. 

While it is everyone’s responsibility to cultivate our cultural strategy,  
having dedicated resources to our vision and mission speaks volumes  

to our people about how serious we are about walking the walk.

It is critical that senior leadership keeps the importance of Leadership 
and Culture in the airspace all the time, and is constantly challenging the 

organization to grow and get better.

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL JOURNEY
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CEO Jason Lippert  
commits to Leadership 

& Culture Journey

Hired one Leadership 
Development Coach to help 

mold the culture

Began tracking attrition to 
measure our commitment to 

creating a better place to work

Continued tracking attrition & 
executing retention action plans 

(72% retention in 2019)

Launched Lippert University to 
provide live and virtual learning 

opportunities to team members.

Committed to org-wide 
training schedule  
to train all leaders  

in CVs & LQs

Changed company 
verbiage from “Employee” 

to “Team Member” and 
“Boss” to “Leader”

Began conducting 
Listening Sessions to hear 
the needs of our front line 

team members

Launched “Just Fix It” program  
to drive a Continuous Improvement 

mindset throughout org

Launched 
engagement survey 
to further advance 

cultural impact

Launched Dream 
Achiever™ personal 
coaching program

Added “Cultural 
Integration” intentions to 

acquisition strategy 

Launched “Rate My 
Leader” tool to assess 
leads in CV’s and LQ’s
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Embedded HR team 
throughout the 

organization at the 
local level

Committed to 100,000 
annual hours of community 

service as a company

Co-hosted The Purpose 
Summit to help inspire others 

to Champion the vision of 
Business as a Force for Good

THE JOURNEY 
CONTINUES TO 

MAKE BUSINESS A 
FORCE FOR GOOD 

IN THE WORLD!

Developed Core 
Values (CV) to guide 

organizational identity

Made  
“Everyone Matters” 
a company mantra

Launched Lippert 
Leadership Development 

model, with competencies 
by leadership layer

Made capital investments 
to update bathrooms, 

break rooms, air quality, 
and parking lots

Focused on celebration and 
recognition of our team members

Developed Leader 
Qualities (LQ) to steer 

leader behaviors

Continued Listening 
Sessions and casting 
cultural vision by CEO

Rolled out 
“Leadership Action 
Plans” throughout 

organization

Invested in personnel 
for a complete 

Leadership & Culture 
Development team

Embarked on a Health & Well-Being 
journey as a company

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL JOURNEY

CULTURAL JOURNEY
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1. Vision, Mission, Core Value, & Behavioral Standards | Without vision people perish!

•  Vision is the big-picture, ultimate goal we are striving to manifest

•  Mission is the business objectives and approach to its accomplishment

•  Core Values are the principles of utmost importance; who we are at our core

•   Behavioral Standards are the behaviors by which we commit to operating in order  
to fulfill the vision and mission

•   Communicate these anywhere and everywhere you can: signage, gear,  
pocket/lanyard cards, sides of trucks, meetings, slide decks, agendas, etc.

2. Organizational Verbiage | Words matter!

•   “Normal” vernacular that undermines or does not advance the culture we are trying  
to create must be changed to build the cultural mindsets we want 

•  Includes titles, roles, facilities, etc. (Ex. Boss/Manager  Leader; Employee  Team Members, etc.)

•  Repeated words build mindsets and help advance the culture in the right direction

•   New vernacular expected to be used by senior leadership, and corrected respectfully  
when former lingo is used

3. Safety as a Mindset | Safety First = Family First!

•   Everyone must know that sending people home safely is our utmost concern

•   Safety is a mindset that is built by reiterating the importance of  
escalating and responding to any concerns immediately

•   Safety updates, training, and/or reporting is included in production meetings

4. Retention Reports | What gets tracked gets attention!

•  Weekly retention reports that track attrition, reasons people leave, and projected annual retention rate

•  Goal set annually by senior leadership and cascaded through organization’s leadership

•  Live dashboard and weekly updates from HR

•  Reviewed monthly by divisional leadership and action items created

5. Listening Sessions | People want to be heard!

•   Forum where team members at every layer – especially front lines – can be heard and offer their insights on 
how we can better live/execute our cultural and business strategies

•  Simple discussion questions/prompts are a “Well, Better, Learned” or “Stop, Start, Continue”

•  Action items generated from each listening session and followed up on in a timely manner

•  Can serve as a forum to celebrate wins and cascade the vision and mission 

6. Facility Standards | Basics are basics - Don’t overlook them as cultural drivers!

•   Basic needs are essential and must first be met before we grow into higher levels of individual  
and organizational flourishing

•  Safety standards are first and foremost, including things like air quality

•  Aesthetics come next, including bathrooms, break rooms, parking lots, and signage

•  All signage reinforces cultural strategy and organizational mindsets we seek to build 

7. Communication Platforms/Cadences | People want to know!

•   Regular communication cadences are critical for for cascading communication

•   Cadences built for different topics, layers of team members, and intentions (Ex: Production Boards, 
Boardwalks, 5-minute Huddles, Town Halls, Production Meetings, Staff Meetings, etc.)

•  Consistency in cadences help drive more predictability and stability throughout the organization

•   Digital communications from senior leadership with subtitles in all languages are powerful and both time  
and cost effective for organizational updates

8. Leadership & Culture Development Personnel | Put your money where your heart is!

•   For leadership and culture to take root in your organization, dedicated personnel need to be added to the team to 
ensure it remains a core focus

•  Think big, start small, scale up

•   Ensure you have the right people on the team to drive reputability of the cultural evolution; use “3 C’s”  
(Character, Competence, Cultural Fit) when hiring

•   These individuals “sit in the business” and are hand-in-hand with the teams they support, serving as trainers, 
coaches, and trusted advisors

OVER THE COURSE OF OUR JOURNEY, WE CREATED PRACTICAL TOOLS 
THAT HAVE SERVED AS CULTURAL X’S AND O’S, HELPING MANIFEST OUR 
CULTURAL STRATEGY: 
(see appendix for examples)

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL X’S AND O’S LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL X’S AND O’S
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13. Performance Reviews | People deserve to know if they’re winning or losing!

•   Annual performance reviews at every layer of the organization to celebrate the wins and clearly articulate where 
improvement needs to be made

•   Quarterly (minimum) touch-point reviews permit updates on where a team member is in relation to his/her 
goals, adjustment of goals (if necessary), and celebration of key wins

•  Cadence is determined by team (ex. date of hire, a particular month, etc.)

•  Whatever is shared in the performance review should NOT be a surprise to the direct report.

14. Organizational Culture Training | Common understanding breeds common execution!

•  Specific training around Vision, Mission, Core Values, and Leadership Behaviors

•  Deploy as live and digital training and integrate into other training

•  Initially conducted monthly; once organization is trained, use in onboarding process

15. Continuous Improvement | CI is a mindset that must permeate every layer!

•  ‘Just Fix Its’ are a pragmatic way to bring a CI mindset to the frontlines of our business

•  Simple adaptations when a root cause problem is known lead to positive impacts of the 8 wastes

•  Video(s) created and sent to entire organization to each CI basics and celebrate impact

16. Leadership Playbook | They need to know what you expect them to do!

•  Playbook of tools that coaches leaders on important leadership “plays” 

•   Includes purpose, who is involved, best practices and key elements, frequency, and a  
“Red, Yellow, Green” rating scale to ensure quality execution of tools

17. “Rate My Leader” Assessment | You’re either coaching it, or letting it happen!

•   One of the quickest ways to undermine your cultural journey is to allow behaviors from  
leaders that are contrary to the vision and mission of the organization

•   360-degree feedback for leaders on critical elements to ensure they are modeling  
the correct cultural standards in the organization

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL X’S AND O’S

9. One-on-One Coaching | Great players want to be coached!

• One-on-one leadership and personal development coaching is a driving force in human growth

• Embed coaches throughout the business so they are “in the trenches” with teams on their high-performance 
journey

• These trusted advisors help ensure organizational consistency

10. Community Service | It’s our responsibility to take care of our community!

•   Serving others is a powerful driver for mental and emotional well-being, and drives  
social impact and sustainability

• Organize/identify volunteer opportunities for teams regularly, both on-site and off-site options

•  Set a goal for the number of hours to be contributed to local nonprofits, and track hours of team members’ service

11. Celebration & Recognition | Praise to humans is like water to flowers!

•   Celebration stimulates powerful hormones that generates more creative thinking, builds social bonds,  
and helps reinforce desired behaviors

•  Establish consistent platforms to celebrate and recognize team members for relevant cultural and business impact

•   Celebration committees are helpful to ensure creative, consistent, and meaningful ways to celebrate the 
business and cultural wins for people

12. Intentional Hiring | Measure twice, cut once!

•   Layered interview process where multiple people assess candidates for “3 C’s”  
(Character, Competence, Cultural Fit)

•  Realistic previews of the job and culture help candidate determine if the role and organization are a fit for them
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18. Engagement Survey | Measure culture like we measure our business metrics!

•   Engagement = Head + Heart + Hands, with the intent of leading people toward deeper  
Purpose, greater Passion, and better Performance

•   Surveys help provide solid data and a common language around engagement

•   Action plans developed based on the feedback to help more deeply connect with  
the Heads, Hearts, and Hands of your team members at every layer of the organization

19. Leadership Action Plans | Personal and professional growth is critical for leaders and team members!

•   Leadership Action Plans (LAPs) are a simple framework built around each individual’s Leadership Development 
Model to help ensure personal and professional growth of leaders and team members

•   Leading one’s self well outside of work is critical: LAPs include three areas of personal  
growth and action steps to support that growth

•   Leading at work is also important: LAPs include the ways one commits to their professional development of  
Self, Team, and Business, and action steps to support that growth

20. Dream Achiever™ | Nothing says “You Matter” like helping people achieve their dreams!

•   Personal Development Coaching program offered to team members at every layer of the organization  
that involves that involves mindset training for success and goal setting in various areas of life

•   Purpose is to educate, equip, and empower team members to gain traction in their lives and build processes 
for repeatable success

•   Involves 1:1 and group coaching sessions, and connections to resources for growth
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21.  Lippert Leadership Development Competency Model | Leadership is a muscle we can build if done intentionally!

•   A model allows leaders to understand the expectations of them in your organization. It provides a process for them to 
embark on intentional growth of their leadership capabilities

•  Include elements of leading Self, Team, and Business

•  Highlight competencies and discipline of leadership in those three key areas

•  Provide specific tools for leaders to build those competencies

•  Break down by various layers of leadership in the organization

22. “Everyone Matters Checklist” | Stay on track with your cultural journey!

•   Simple checklist that allows you to constantly assess where your business is, or where a new  
team/acquisition target is in their journey

•  Provides framework to ensure they are hitting on all critical cultural elements and using cultural tools

23. Health & Well-Being Initiative | “Everyone Matters” means everyone’s health & well-being matters!

•   Continues Lippert’s commitment to care, leadership, and culture by providing the personnel and resources needed 
to educate, engage and empower team members to take control of their physical, mental, spiritual, occupational, 
intellectual, and social dimensions of health

•   Programming framework is intentional, strategic, timely, backed by medical and legal guidelines, and follows Lippert’s 
six critical elements of culture

•   Data, metrics, and analysis drive health impact, program decisions, and long-term change (focus group, survey, 
medical claims, biometric, health risk assessment, community, state and national data, population health, testimonies)

•   Initiative is inclusive of all Lippert Team Members and is sensitive to our diverse population, and also honors  
the unique health journey that each of us travels

24. Global Development Programming | Grow together and build bridges!

•  Having certain programming that is shared with all team members helps align people across the entire organization

•   Programming may include live/virtual leadership and/or personal development training, functional overviews,  
mentor programs, team member resource groups like “Lippert Ladies,” and more

• Evaluate constructive critques and foster ideation for new program initiatives

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  CULTURAL X’S AND O’S
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The “Everyone Matters Checklist” is an assessment tool that can be used to 
evaluate where an organization is on their cultural journey, and where they 
should focus on taking their next steps. Check the relevant box for each key 
culture element and provide details below.

3. Safety as a Mindset | Safety First = Family First!

Yes! We have a Safety-First mindset 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a safety first mindset... yet!

Please Provide Details:

1. Vision, Mission, Core Value, & Behavioral Standards | Without vision people perish!

Yes! We have a Vision, Mission, Core Values, and Behavioral Standards 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a Vision, Mission, Core Values, and Behavioral Standards... yet!

Please Provide Details:

2. Organizational Verbiage | Words Matter!

Yes! We have crafted more culturally aligned verbiage 

Sort of... 

No. We have not crafted more culturally aligned verbiage... yet!

Please Provide Details:

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  EVERYONE MATTERS CHECKLIST

4. Retention Reports | What gets tracked gets attention!

Yes! We track retention or attrition consistently and use the information to drive action 

Sort of... 

No. We do not track retention or attrition consistently...yet!

Please Provide Details:

5. Listening Sessions | People want to be heard!

Yes! We conduct listening sessions with our people, and use their feedback to drive action 

Sort of... 

No. We do not conduct listening sessions with our people...yet!

Please Provide Details:

6. Facility Standards | Basics are basics – don’t overlook them as cultural drivers!

Yes! We have ensured our facilities are safe, clean, and updated, and we have cultural signage in place 

Sort of... 

No. We have not ensured our facilities are safe, clean, and updated, and we do not have cultural signage in place...yet!

Please Provide Details:
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7. Communication Platforms/Cadences | People want to know!

Yes! We have consistent and thorough communication platforms and cadences in place 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have consistent and thorough communication platforms and cadences in place...yet!

Please Provide Details:

9. One-on-One Coaching | Great players want to be coached!

Yes! We have a One-on-One Coaching initiative in place 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a One-on-One Coaching initiative in place...yet!

Please Provide Details:

10. Community Service Initiative | It’s our responsibility to take care of our community!

Yes! We have a community service initiative in place; we track and communicate it well 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a community service initiative in place...yet!

Please Provide Details:

11. Celebration & Recognition | Praise to humans is like water to flowers!

Yes! We have a consistent approach to celebrating and recognizing our people 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a consistent approach to celebrating and recognizing our people...yet!

Please Provide Details:
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12. Intentional Hiring | Measure twice, cut once!

Yes! We have intentional hiring practices in place

Sort of... 

No. We do not have intentional hiring practices in place…yet!

Please Provide Details:
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8. Leadership & Culture Development Personnel | Put your money where your heart is!

Yes! We have a specific team devoted to leadership and culture development 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a specific team devoted to leadership and culture development...yet!

Please Provide Details:
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15. Continuous Improvement | CI is a mindset that must permeate every layer!

Yes! We have a tool/strategy that helps build a CI mindset in front line team members 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a tool/strategy that helps build a CI mindset in front line team members…yet!

Please Provide Details:

16. Leadership Playbook | They need to know what you expect them to do!

Yes! We have a Playbook of tools that coach leaders/sites on important leadership “plays” 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a Playbook of tools that coach leaders/sites on important leadership “plays”…yet!

Please Provide Details:

17. “Rate My Leadership” Assessment | You’re either coaching it, or letting it happen!

Yes! We have a 360-style assessment that rates leaders on their embodiment of our critical cultural elements 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a 360-style assessment that rates leaders on their embodiment of our critical cultural elements…yet!

Please Provide Details:
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18. Engagement Survey | Measure culture like we measure business metrics!

Yes! We have an engagement survey and build action plans from the results 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have an engagement survey…yet!

Please Provide Details:
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13. Performance Reviews | People deserve to know if they’re winning or losing!

Yes! We do performance reviews, annually and touch-points 

Sort of... 

No. We do not do consistent performance reviews...yet!

Please Provide Details:

14. Organizational Culture Training | Common understanding breeds common execution!

Yes! We have a training series and cadence that clearly articulates our critical cultural elements 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a training series that clearly articulates our critical cultural elements...yet!

Please Provide Details:
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20. Dream Achiever™ | Nothing says “you matter” like helping people achieve their dreams!

Yes! We have a program that helps educate, equip, and empower people in their lives outside of work 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a personal coaching program…yet!

Please Provide Details:

21.  Lippert Leadership Development Competency Model | Leadership is a muscle  
that we can build if done intentionally

Yes! We have a leadership development model that we use to train, coach, and develop leaders at various layers of our org 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a leadership development model that we use to train, coach, and develop leaders at various layers of our org…yet!

Please Provide Details:

22. “Everyone Matters Checklist” | Stay on track with your cultural journey!

Yes! We have a way to assess where teams/locations are on their cultural journey 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a way to assess where teams/locations are on their cultural journey…yet!

Please Provide Details:
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23. Health & Well-Being Initiative | “Everyone Matters” means everyone’s health & well-being matters!

Yes! We have a Health & Well-Being initiative 

Sort of... 

No. We do not have a Health & Well-Being initiative…yet!

Please Provide Details:

24. Global Development Programming | Grow together and build bridges!

Yes! We have global programming that aligns and connects our organization

Sort of... 

No. We do not have global programming that aligns and connects our organization…yet!

Please Provide Details:

LIPPERT CULTURAL PLAYBOOK  |  EVERYONE MATTERS CHECKLIST

19. Development Action Plans | Personal and professional growth is critical for high performance!

Yes! We use Development Action Plans to drive personal and professional growth 

Sort of... 

No. We do not use Development Action Plans...yet!

Please Provide Details:
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See below for examples of what we have developed and used at Lippert.  
These are just ideas... Use your own creativity! Have the courage to jump in and 
iterate as you go. Regardless of your organizational “age,” the start-up mindset 
of “fail fast, fail forward, and iterate toward excellence” is critical when gaining 
traction on your cultural journey. So, jump in!

Core Values and Leader Qualities Lanyard Cards Everyone Matters Signage

1. Vision, Mission, Core Value, & Behavioral Standards | Without vision people perish!
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2. Organizational Verbiage | Words Matter

•  Employee = Team Member

•  Manager = Leader

•  Management = Leadership

•  Top to bottom of the org = Layers of the org

3. Safety as a Mindset | Safety First = Family First

4.  Retention Reports | What gets tracked gets attention

WHY WE
EMPHASIZE

CULTUREEFFICIENCY
Longer tenured team members 

make Lippert better, improving work 

�ow, processes and ef�ciencies.

INNOVATION
Loving your job typically means you 

stay at the job, and the longer you 

stay the more likely you will innovate 

products and processes.

QUALITY
Lippert veterans know their product! 

Longer term team members will produce 

better, more consistent products that will 

make the end consumer happier.

HEALTH
A positive working environment where 

you feel safe will lead to less stress and 

anxiety, which happens to be the leading 

cause of chronic illness in the U.S.

SAFETY
The longer you stay at a job, the more 

familiar you get with that job and this will 

ultimately help avoid work safety hazards.

RELATIONSHIPS
You tend to treat others as you are 

treated. Being treated well at work will 

translate to better relationships outside 

of work, especially at home.
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5. Listening Sessions | People want to be heard!

Well, Better, Learned

•  What’s going well and why?

•  What could be going better and how?

•  What are you learning about yourself and/or our business?

Stop, Start, Continue 

•  What should we stop doing because it is inhibiting a high-performance culture?

•  What could we start doing that would help us become a high-performance team?

•  What should we continue doing because you think it’s helping us be great?

Allow team members to write responses on sticky notes and post them anonymously.

6. Facility Standards | Basics are basics – don’t overlook them as cultural drivers!

7. Communication Platforms/Cadences | People want to be know!

Production Boards, Boardwalks, 5-minute Huddles, Production Meetings, Staff Meetings, Town Halls etc.
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8. Leadership & Cultural Development Personnel | Put your money where your heart is!

9. One-on-One Coaching | Great players want to be coached!

10.  Community Service Initiative | It’s our responsibility to take care of our community!

11. Celebration & Recognition | Praise to humans is like water to flowers!

12. Intentional Hiring | Measure twice, cut once!

13. Performance Reviews | People deserve to know if they’re winning or losing!

14.  Cultural Training | Common understanding breeds common execution!

15.  Continuous Improvement | CI is a mindset that must permeate every layer!

Example of  
Core Value 

Training Video

•   https://bit.ly/30eiO4j
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16.  Leadership Playbook | They need 
 to know what you expect them to do!

Playbook of tools that coaches  
leaders/sites on important leadership “plays”

17. “Rate My Leadership” Assessment | You’re either coaching it or letting it happen!

Rate your leader on a scale of 1 to 10 for each of the Core Values, where:

  1 = They act contrary to this Core Value

  5 = They are inconsistent in living by this Core Value

10 = They embody this Core Value and challenge others to do the same!

Turn into a digital form to collate responses and rate leaders

18. Engagement Survey | Measure culture like we measure business metrics!

19. Developement Action Plans | Personal and professional growth is critical for high performance!

20. Dream Achiever™ | Nothing says “You Matter” like helping people achieve their dreams!

21.   Lippert Leadership Development Competency Model | Leadership is a muscle that we can build if done intentionally!

22. “Everyone Matters Checklist” | Stay on track with your cultural journey.

See Everyone Matters Checklist above in Cultural Playbook

23. Health & Well-Being Initiative | If “Everyone Matters” then everyone’s health & well-being must matter.

24. Global Development Programming | Grow together and build bridges!
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MMAARRCCHH  ““PPLLAAYY  OOFF  TTHHEE  MMOONNTTHH””  ||  55--MMIINNUUTTEE  HHUUDDDDLLEE 

C PPuurrppoossee:: To engage, recognize, and clearly communicate daily goals and expectations. 
 
 

C WWhhoo’’ss  IInnvvoollvveedd::  
o All team members. 

 
 

C BBeesstt  PPrraaccttiicceess  &&  KKeeyy  EElleemmeennttss::   
o Create a distribution list that Safety, Lean and PM’s are responsible to populate; this will 

automatically send out prior to the beginning of the shift. 
 
 

C TTrraaiinniinngg::  
o Go through the PowerPoint presentation with leaders if needed. 

  
o Stage 1: Capture an initial video of a leader conducting a 5-minute huddle 
o Stage 2: Analyze the video and provide coaching around how leaders can be more 

engaging during their huddle. 
§ Provide leader with “5-minute Huddle Play Card,” a laminated card that serves as 

a reminder on what goes into a great 5-minute huddle, and a planning sheet. 
o Stage 3: Execute effective 5MH meetings for two weeks. 
o Stage 4: Capture a post-training video of the leader conducting a 5-minute huddle 
o Stage 5: Engage in continuous coaching and continue finding creative ways to engage 

team members. 
 
 

C EEvvoolluuttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  55MMHH:: Allow your team members to lead the meeting! Make it volunteer-based 
to see who may be our up-and-coming leaders. 
 

 
C RRaattiinngg  SSccaallee::  

 

Has conducted pre- and post- video analysis, and leader hits all topics.                

 

Has conducted video/s, and leader hits most topics.        

 

Has conducted 1 or no video,  and leader hits some topics. 
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